Camp Storyteller Summer 2018
The Camp Storyteller is responsible for telling the story of summer camp to the outside world.
This includes taking pictures, posting on social media and the Camp McDowell website, utilizing
video and audio media, writing regular blog posts about Camp, and other duties as fit within
the scope of the position. The Camp Storyteller will mostly create their own schedule and
workflow but will be accountable to the Head Counselor and Summer Camp Coordinator to
ensure responsibilities are being met. This is a new position for 2018, and an understanding
that this position will exist on a learning curve for the organization is necessary.

Specific responsibilities and duties for the Camp Storyteller are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

serve as a model of sacramental ministry to all campers and other staff
provide feedback and assessment for staff members and summer camp program
act as a role model and leader for the other Summer Staff members
fulfill Support Staff role by doing KP, pushing dishes, staffing canteen, helping with
Pasture Party, and other tasks that fall within the scope of the Support Staff position
post pictures of camp activities, camp life, and camper-centric moments to Facebook
and the Camp website daily.
post blog posts regularly with recaps of sessions, days, and big events. A blog post will
be required for each opening day, each closing day, and every other day in between.
work with session staff and program director to document and tell the story of each
session’s program.
maintain the summer camp camera
compile moments and pictures captured by other staff members to diversify what is
being presented online
take the big group picture for each session. Ensure the printing and distribution of big
group picture to all campers.
Work with volunteer and contracted photographers who could join summer camp for a
session at a time.
Communicate supply and equipment needs to Summer Camp Coordinator and Summer
Camp Manager.
Be willing to spend the summer documenting and experiencing the summer camp
program from behind the lens of a camera.
vigilantly ensure the safety and well-being of any campers while under his/her watch
other tasks as deemed appropriate for the scope of the position

The Camp Storyteller needs to be able to:
•
•
•
•
•

document moments with video and photography in a professional way.
Utilize the Facebook page and website of Camp McDowell
Communicate clearly and effectively the story of camp in visual and written formats
be creative and flexible
be a self-starter and highly motivated individual

